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OneHub | Recognition
Deliver an exceptional employee experience with a perfect 
combination of authentic appreciation and relevant rewards



Hello!  
We’re Benefex...
We build workplace tech that transforms the 
employee experience. 

Our market-leading HR technology  
is used by the world’s best 
organisations, like BT, Deliveroo,  
E.ON and Salesforce to name a few. 
We deliver award-winning employee 
benefits software, engaging workplace 
communications, and innovative 
employee wellbeing schemes. And  
now, thousands of employees are 
making the most of our peer-to-peer 
reward and recognition tools.

We’re revolutionising  

the workplace

OneHub | Recognition is a super slick 

mobile, social platform that lives in 

your pocket. Everyone in your business 

– colleagues, managers, even CEOs – 

can easily give each other meaningful 

recognitions and instant rewards, 

wherever they are, whatever they’re 

doing, with just their smartphone.

Matt Macri-Waller,  
CEO at Benefex

Why is reward & recognition so important?  
Ask Benefex’s Founder & CEO:

If you spend as little as 1% of payroll on recognition, 

you’re twice as likely to retain your people further 

down the line. Giving your people the tools to 

quickly and seamlessly say a big ‘thank you’ for a 

job well done can bring down barriers between 

teams, unlock countless interactive experiences at 

work, and create a company culture which thrives 

on appreciation and collaboration.

I actually love Recognition! It 

was such a huge draw when 

I saw my company got it 

and it’s such a nice way to 

say thanks to people who 

otherwise you might not talk 

to much (or at all) at work.

I’ve been using this for 

close to a year now, and 

it’s become part of my 

everyday routine. I think it’s 

really improved relationships 

within my team and across 

the wider business!
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adfuturum,  
App Store Review

Emiliaplum,  
App Store Review



Everyone in your business can access 

it any time, anywhere, from any 

device. And, the best part is that you 

have complete control over how 

your reward budget is assigned 

within the system.  

You can divide it out to individuals,  

by team, just to managers 

or heads of department – 

whatever works best for you.

How do these tools work?  
Let’s take a look…
OneHub | Recognition is an innovative social 
recognition tool for the workplace. It allows your 
employees to quickly and easily show their their 
appreciation and receive rewards, instantly.

It’s so easy to use:

Open up Recognition to see 

a live feed of all activity.

Choose who to recognise

Select a company value that 

the recipient has demonstrated 

Add a message

Add a meme, gif, or video

Managers can add  

a reward value

Post the recognition!

Recipient chooses a reward

Recipient then 

receives a code 

to use instantly
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Want a sneak peek?

It’s perfect for  
in-moment rewards

Kathryn Kendall,  
Chief People Officer  
at Benefex

Meet Kathryn, our Chief People Officer:

Saying thank you is such an 

important thing to do, and yet, for 

something so simple, it’s surprising 

how easily it’s forgotten in a busy 

workplace. Recognition provides you 

with the tools to make showing your 

appreciation a foundation of your 

organisational culture, something 

which is fundamental if we’re going 

to consistently deliver great employee 

experiences, day in, day out.

Andrea’s got over 50 reports to file 

today, and one of her employees, 

Jake, stays late to help. Andrea jumps 

onto OneHub | Recognition, writes 

a quick ‘thank you’, adds a £10 gift, 

and within seconds, Jake receives 

his reward. He can redeem it straight 

away – maybe to get himself a treat 

from Costa on the way home.

Over the course of the year, Claire 

receives 52 recognitions, and at 

least half of them have a £3-5 

reward added. By Christmas, she’s 

got at least £75-£125 banked in 

vouchers across a host of online 

retailers. That’s a huge chunk of the 

kids’ presents taken care of!

Claire, 35

Or, your rewards can add up

The beauty of these tools is that they’re 

tailored to your employees’ preferences,  

so if they don’t want to spend their rewards 

straight away, they can bank them for a 

special occasion.
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Andrea, HRD

https://vimeo.com/323202839/c9f3aabf29


Tailored to fit your business
This isn’t just another HR tool that employees use once a year;  
it can really integrate with your culture.

Keep control of who  
spends what

You can assign your reward budget in any 

way you want. Whether you want to give 

everyone a small amount, or divide it up 

by team and allocate managers the spend 

control; whatever combination works best 

for you, Recognition can accommodate it. 

And, it’s so easy to amend! You can assign 

administrators, too; so only certain people 

have sight of spend.

Filter what you see

Want to just see what one team or 

one department has been up to? No 

problem! You can filter the Wall of Fame 

to show whatever recognitions you 

need to see. Your employees can also 

give recognitions by individual, team, 

group, or department; however you 

choose to set it up.

Real-time analytics

OneHub | Recognition’s analytics 

dashboard gives you real-time insight 

into how the tool is being used; who  

is recognising who; and even what  

time of the day or week is most  

popular for giving thanks. With all 

this insight, you can tailor your other 

initiatives and communications to  

target areas of concern, and highlight 

areas to be celebrated!

Milestones

If your organisation likes to reward  

people for a year’s service, ten years,  

100 days, or even their first month,  

OneHub | Recognition alerts you when  

someone hits any milestone of  

your choosing.

Make it look like you

OneHub | Recognition can be 

customised to display your brand 

colours and company logo, so 

your people will have a joined-

up experience with your other 

workplace systems.

Add your values

Your employees can link up their 

recognitions with your company’s values, 

so they’re constantly appreciating each 

other for the behaviours you’ve worked  

so hard to encourage. Your values will 

literally come alive!
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Benefex is committed to 

delivering a great experience 

for all employees, regardless of 

ability. OneHub | Recognition is for 

everyone, so please do speak to 

us about our accessible options.



People like you, like us:

Why do employees love OneHub | Recognition?

Employee

Thousands of employees 
are already using  
OneHub | Recognition
Make your rewards and recognitions personal  
and meaningful

Whether your company is office- 

based, operational, or out in the field;  

if you’ve got a team of 100 or a 

call centre of thousands, OneHub 

| Recognition encourages positive 

company-wide interactions and 

collaborative inter- 

departmental teamwork.

See in real-time how quickly teams 

collaborate, share ideas, and 

acknowledge their colleagues – 

wherever they are in the world.

Something 

for everyone

Personal, valuable rewards

Remote and global 

employees feel 

more connected

Like & comment on 

other recognitions

Real-time social feed

Instant and mobile
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It’s great for Heads of Reward, HR Directors, Operations Managers,  
and Heads of Internal Communications!

Say hello to Maria,  
Client Director for 
OneHub | Recognition.

She can answer any of your 

questions, and she’ll be happy to  

pay you a visit sometime! Just get  

in touch using the details below,  

or book a demo today!Plus, Benefex can arrange all 

the relevant support around 

communications so that you get 

the most out of your new system!

But most importantly, these two 
systems encourage daily, positive 
interactions between peers, 
managers, and your business.

Real-time recognition dataAnalytics dashboard allows you 

to easily see which teams are 

working well together

Teams are more collaborative 

and improving company culture

Better communication between 

large, diverse teams

It’s all in one place; no need  

for ‘how-to’ guides

Data is held securely 

(GDPR compliant)
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E: info@hellobenefex.com

T: +44 (0) 808 296 3958

 @hellobenefex

 Benefex

hellobenefex.com

https://www.hellobenefex.com/book-a-demo/
https://twitter.com/hellobenefex
http://www.linkedin.com/company/hellobenefex
https://www.hellobenefex.com/
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